E46 m3 auto to manual conversion
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The E46 M3 had a couple of big issues, one of the smallest is the SMG gearbox. The hydraulic pump often fails resulting in costly repairs. When this happens in the car you yourself often makes sense to convert the car manually instead of assigning an SMG unit. The manual E46 M3 tends to be desirable and costs quite a bit more than manual M3's so often owners can buy an
E46 M3 SMG and have it converted by hand for about the same price as buying a true manual. SMG manual conversion process. Since SMG's transmission and 6-speed transmission are internally identical, all that is necessary to physically make this swap is to change the transmission clock of SMG. This change adds a shift in detents so the driver can feel where the moves are.
Because SMG has shifted the computer, these detents were not required for manual gearbox. The precise processing of the clock case is critical so that the driver can easily find the gears. If the operation of the machine is not accurate, the driver may have difficulty finding the gears because the gates are not in the right place. We have seen this problem with some of the
exchanged cars that have reached our store for troubleshooting. The hydraulic pump often fails resulting in costly repairs. When this happens in the car you yourself often makes sense to convert the car manually instead of assigning an SMG unit. In the case of racing cars, it is also possible to change the transmission of 6 speeds for a cheaper and recoverable 5 speed transfer.
With a 3.91 or 4.10 final drive it's often a good race/track setup, but it doesn't require changing driveshaft and shift linka. In general, costs tend to be about the same as 6 speed modifications, but 5 speed also has a significant weight advantage compared to 6 speeds. This swap also requires the installation of a clutch pedal, main cylinder and slave cylinder in the car. In addition,
the transmission tunnel must be opened to ensure that the derailleur is installed. If a factory-style switcher is to be used, a derailer tower must also be installed in the car. Since the transfer is removed it is also the best time to change that worn clutch and. In order to cruise control, the PDC and reverse had to work with the car to be wired and recode the handcar. The SMG
computer is removed, and all SMG components are disconnected. The clutch switch and the brake switch shall be installed and properly connected in order to maintain the function of the genuine manual transmission E46 M3. We also have a special tune for SMG manual conversion, developed by Frank Smith, which adjusts idleness to the right level and gets with the performance
tune on demand. If you are considering smg manual conversion and are close to Orange County, the CA area we recommend we contact us for a quote. Update: E46 Bellhousing Machine and prep service SMG manual modification It was never available in the U.S., but the rest The E46 BMW M3 CSL is said to be the best M-car ever made. One point of contention was that it was
only ever available for a cracking SMG transmission. M3 specialist Darragh Doyle and I had different ideas ... When I bought this car five years ago, I was dreaming. I bought a car I wanted to take on ever since Mr Clarkson had introduced it, as it is probably the most extreme car IN BMW. He chose the Isle of Man, a place that is arguably known only for its extreme motorcycle
racing event, which takes place every year as a venue. When the review hit our scenes, I was barely seventeen years old and only just old enough to drive to the UK. Fast forward to 11 years later and I saved enough money to buy the cheapest M3 CSL in the country - a 114,000 mile car that was in surprisingly good condition. At the time, the prices were still pretty reasonable, so
I literally took all my money out of the bank and spent it in my dream car. When I bought the car I already had some reservations about SMGII from friends who had experienced it for a short time and didn't like it. At this point I should make it clear that this post is not a dig at SMG - in fact I've been driving a car for five years in that configuration and a lot of the time it's been really
quite enjoyable. I get it. It's fast and it was the best choice available at the time. It doesn't ruin the car, but personally? I was never happy with the computer doing all my hard work for me! I'm the type of person who likes that special, extreme race car road feeling and CSL gave me that. What I didn't give was complete control of the driving experience. As I said, the SMG system is
fast and if you're full-on and grab a paddle, the way it just throws the next gear - mechanical compassion be damned - can be absolutely fun. To get it even thinking about setting the number six you need to turn the DSC off, otherwise you'd unleash traction control on every shift. At this point it looks like the car is firing gears at you in the cane somewhere behind the bumper. In my
opinion, however, it is not consistent. If SMG makes a bad move change, you will end up annoyed that you could have done it better for yourself and it can do much less than full speed. I enjoy driving my car on the road and rarely use a car on the road. I think the main question people ask is why did you do it? Why not just change the manual M3 instead of hacking your classic car
onto it? Well first of all, I like the way the CSL is put together. It's almost perfect. I don't like the huge amount of power on the road - I like lightness and I love getting CSL out - the pinnacle of the E46 family. All he needed was a clutch pedal and a real gear stick. When I searched through my forum posts you can already see that I toyed with the idea since I bought the car back in
2014 but was never bold enough -would be several with the same answers... You're devaluing the car! SMG is good! SMG is better, you just can't drive properly! It always scared me enough to push me away. Rewind in five and a half years. I looked through my phone recently and realized that I haven't captured my so-called pride and joy in about ten months. I fell in love. After
putting myself back on the market with something new and exciting, it wasn't long before I came to the decision that the next best option was the GT3RS but I didn't have the extra £50,000 sitting in the bank that was needed to reach that point. As fate would be, I decided instead to do a few things to get CSL back from scratch. That's when a friend of the work introduced me to
Darragh Doyle at Everything///M3's in Banbury, UK. After the first raft of work, we soon realized we had a lot in common and quickly became friends. Over the beer a few weeks later, we started to draw up a plan. I started researching and already knew that people were converting standard M3s from SMG manually. Engineers are undeniably smart – the base transmission is the
same. The difference is that the SMG has an ECU and a hydraulic pump move gear selector, while the manual has a clutch and a gear lever. Some of the guys on the US M3Forum had already done the hard work of researching the parts needed, it was just a matter of sourcing a clock case to add the springs needed for the middle gear lever (they can also be machined to convert
them, but finding a real manual one takes away some uncertainty). So I got a job to do. I bought all the parts I needed and checked my list until I was ready to bite the bullet. I would be converting a real M3 CSL - my real M3 CSL - in a gearbox I always thought it should have been. Since very few were ever made (at the time of writing, there may only be four in the world), Darragh
and I decided it would be good to document the process. The first step is to make room under the car. We removed the transmission sensation from the strays, the exhaust shaft and the heat shield. We then removed the original transfer and put it on the bench next to the donor. Removing both clocks gave us the opportunity to check the gears and see what was different. We also
decided to touch the gear position sensor to go to full OEM work. This part is optional if you do not mind being able to start car gear ... Be careful! The next job was to remove all SMG paraphernalia. This included a drive, a pump and a reservoir, all of which came off in one system when the gearbox was out of the way. Bellhousing was swapped onto my original SMG box - a few
other bits were changed just because it was easy to do it when it was on the bench and it was ready to go back to the car. Now the scary part. Body-in-white is essentially the same SMG manual - the only difference is the blanking plate to the SMG controller bolts connection usually passes through the body. The underlay was removed, the welds were on the ground and the plate
was free to remove. The area was then processed and painted. With the gearbox refitted it was time to solve another body difference - linkage bracket. It can be bought in a BMW, probably for crash repair reasons, although goodness knows how much more you need to damage the car need one ... In order to find it correctly, a new connection was installed in the box and the
bracket was then locally welded exactly as it is during production (using a human hand, not a robot one). Again, the area was treated and painted to bring it to the factory standard. It is possible to buy a full manual wiring harness, but we wanted to have the ability to put the car back to its original state if necessary and so we kept the SMG harness and ECU in the car. That could
change in the future if I ever decide to make the change more permanent. In this case, however, all that was needed was a few wiring adjustments and some extras added when we redirected the clutch line. Next thing you know, the pedals went in. Amazingly, the SMG pedal box just has an empty axis on the side where the clutch pedal sit. All brackets have springs and switches.
We found a lot of it when we went around the car - it's all ready to go. As luck would have it, we found the donor pedal box pretty easily, which means we just need to buy a clutch master and a slave cylinder. Finally, after the clutch had bled to death, it was time to encode the car. This is where CSL was a little complicated. DME was just different enough that he threw up some
errors and finally a remote session martyn @ECUworx saved the day. The car was then put back together and the BMW ZHP shift button and alcantara performance gaiter finished all out, making the car look exactly as BMW itself had done the job. And now, time to drive. It's a strange feeling... Almost the same, but somehow different. Having a clutch and a gearstick suddenly
means that I use the entire left side of my body again instead of just my finger ends to click on the paddle. It's completely changed the car - for the better. If I really want to, I feel like I can't actually change gears as fast as the SMG box, but this time I know exactly how long each takes. I don't have to choose a wild gearbox in different situations. I just have to change the way I drive.
I'm not saying that's how all CSLs should have been, but like a Porsche with a 991 GT3, it really should have been an opportunity. From the perspective of someone who works in the automotive industry, I understand why. Bmw mind, it was the fastest M3 they've ever made and the SMGII system was their fastest transmission - those fractions of seconds combined around the
Nürburgring and maybe the SMGII was the only way the car could go down in 8 minutes. For me, however, it's not just to follow the car. It's not just your nürburgring time. In my opinion, the M3 CSL will be a really big road car - and mine just got a lot better. Better.
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